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Unwilling escort Mia Saundersâ€™s journey continues in the second anthology of the Calendar Girl
series! In the next three months, Mia heads to Boston, Oahu, and Washington DC. In April, she
poses as girlfriend to philandering Mason Murphy, a professional baseball player who needs a
better image, only to find heâ€™s not at all what she expected. May finds Mia turning up the heat
with Samoan model and fire-dancer Tai Niko as she participates in a swimsuit campaign designed
to prove that beauty really does comes in all sizes. Mia rounds out June as the arm candy for
Warren Shipley, a member of the wealthy one percenters. Although sheâ€™s pretending to be a
gold-digger, Warren turns out to have a heart of gold. However, his devastatingly handsome son,
Aaron, a California Senator, is nowhere near as kind.
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I loved this idea of this series when it first came out. Now that I have read the series, I must say I am
a HUGE fan now. Each month you are introduced to new characters that you will instantly fall in love
with! This book comes highly recommended!

This series gets better and better with each month you read! I couldn't wait to see where Mia would
go next and how her journey would continue! I'm not going to lie; I wanted to be Mia as her journey
went on! You feel the passion, love, and heart ache jump off the pages right into your heart!

This book was irritating. Explicit sexual encounters with strangers. The main character is a
nymphomaniac. I lost respect for her and interest in the storyline. I made myself finish the book and
hoped for better things in book 3. The escort for hire storyline is just not believable. I was looking
hard for things to like in this book and came up with nothing. Her best friend isn't likeable. In fact
one of her "dates" whom she irritating calls "my Frenchie" is gag worthy. You hear about him in
several of the books. I usually enjoy the sex scenes, but found myself speed reading through them
in this book.

I am almost finished reading this book. Its fun to have a different storyline that will play out each
month, but there is still some consistency with a few of the characters. Can't wait to read volumes 3
and 4.

This series was recommended to me by one of my sisters in laws. I loved that there was just
enough steaminess to keep the story sexy but yet not take away from the story line. Believable
situation of girl having to do what she needs to to save her family while meeting new people who
ultimately help her save herself. This series will definitely be one I read over again.

Still hooked as much as I was the first book!April: this book didn't turn out how I thought it would
which shocked me but I'm glad that it didn't! Love the characters and can't wait to read May!!May: I
had a little trouble getting into May. Eventually I really started getting into it. I think I was just a book
hangover from January through April and needed a slower paced one.June: Back in love! I love and
appreciate her dedication to her family!Bring on July!

June was an interesting month for Mia. It was unfortunate that she had to experience hurt this
month. Reading the preview of July, however, left me wondering how she was able to go to the next
client so quickly.

This so far was my favorite Calendar Girl trio! It had me laughing out loud, crying tears for family I'm
missing. Who wouldn't love Mason and Tai. Can't wait to start the next three in the series. July,
August, and September
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